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ANECDOTES AND HUMOUR IN THE ROMANIAN LITERARY FOLKLORE 

Author: Andreea Suciu 

What does humour mean? What are its basic characteristics? 

 The humour cannot exist outside of what is trully human. 

 The comic cannot be enjoyed in loneliness, there must be a society, because it has a social significance. 

 The comic is unconscious, it cannot exist in the same time with the emotions. 

 The comic uses The Bad to reach The Good. 

 The humour is a wonderful method to remove the Bad, a useful way to  spend your time. 

 The humour is unique, but the national specificity represents an important, strong influence. 
 

In Dicționarul de termeni literari coordinated by Al. Săndulescu – and in all other dictionaries – the 
anecdote is linked with its Greek etymon, designating an “unhackneyed thing.” In Romanian, the term was 
imported through the French filiation and it is defined as “a brief story, most of the times, joyful, with a moral 
ending and with a picturesque air, inspired from everyday life or attributed to a famous character.” 

“Anecdotes humanize individuals and turn abstract concepts into concrete ones. They make complex 
ideas immediately clear.” Anecdote is defined as a “brief story” or as “the gleaming toy of history” that 
captures the atmosphere of private life or one’s portrait, being characterized by “a connotation of gossip or 
humor.”( Moeser, 2002, p.32). 

Starting with the 17th-18th century the literary works mention humour references: Miron Costin, Ion 
Neculce, Dimitrie Cantemir (traditional folk humour,  inspiration). In 1867,  B. P. Hasdeu (1838-1907) named the 
traditional folk humour for the first time, anecdotă.  Petre Ispirescu (1830 -1907)- published a collection of 
snoave and folk stories in which  snoava is defined as a folk tale and a joke (from the folklore point of view).  
Teodor Pamfile(1883-1921),in „The Book of Funny Tales”(1919) explained gluma (=the joke) as „the story that 
bites, misteriously, without pain or deep wound, the one that looks and steps outside the road.” The joke is the 
smallest measure unit. We don‘t have a clear limit between these terms: the anecdote is the type of folk literature 
creation where we find humor, short comic situations; Snoava (Ov. Bîrlea) is a short naration, usually in one 
episode, with a clear satirizing intention of the day-to-day life within the credible limits and it is slow, well-
developed while the anecdote is concise and abrupt. 

During the 19th century, many Romanian authors gathered folk anecdotes in their books. Such  
collections of brief moral and jocular stories increased the circulation of fragments that had previously been 
transmitted orally. Indeed, anecdotes ingrain a subversive potential with respect to authority. Compared to 
the other forms of rebellion or authority contestation, anecdotes are admitted because they unveil 
despicable but wanted details, kept secret from the public. This is how the tremendous popularity of this 
literary genre should be explained. 

The most famous Romanian character found in anecdotes is Păcală. His name is derived from the verb a 

(se) păcăli = 'to fool oneself/somebody' Pacala is a folk hero, a fictional character in Romanian culture, 
folklore, and literature. He is known for his humor and cleverness, hidden under a mask of naivety 
and simplicity. In the Romanian literature there are several anecdotes about Păcală rendered in 
their writings by authors such as Ion Creangă, Ioan Slavici, and Petre Dulfu.  Păcală appears in 
several funny tales. The most famous one is called „Păcală and the door.” It is a moment when he is 
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hurrying to run away from home with his brothers. They tell him to pull the door because that is 
what you do when you leave home. So, Păcală pulls the door from its hinges and carries it on his 
back.  

Păcală is present all over the country, with a smile, and with his travel inventoy: a hat, a bag 
and a whistle. He heals people with his jokes. He is meant to cure people by means of jokes, direct 
humour, optimism and force. He heals stupidity, uglyness, cowardice, theft, injustice, greed, libel/ 
defamation, parvenitism. He has an ambivalent psyche: he is witty and stupid (Ovidiu Bîrlea).  He 
has a good friend, Tândală. Sometimes, they meet each other and fool people together. 

The Ottoman influence brought the Balkan spirit and with it, other characters and 
situations. Anton Pann's character, Nastratin Hogea, is a classic example of an urban tradesman. 
(or, Nasredin Hoca) is a folk hero that has his origins in Turkey. It is present also in Arab, Azer, 
Bosniac, Uzbec folk culture. He was an Imam, loved for his witty personality. There are more than 
300 humourous anecdotes that make people laugh and think at the same time, they give advice 
and educate. He is a symbol for colective wisdom, a kind of vigilante. The year 1996-1997 was 
declared The Nasretin Hogea Year by UNESCO. 

Especially during the communist regime, political jokes were very popular, although they 
were illegal and dangerous to tell. In the democratic Romania, these jokes are still popular, 
although the themes changed: now the politicians are seen either, as hopelessly corrupt, greedy, or 
as nationalist madmen. Communism was a humor-producing machine. Its economic theories and 
system of repression created inherently funny situations. One such joke goes like this: In 
Ceaușescu's time, a line is forming around the street's corner. A man passing by sees it and asks the 
last one in line: "What do they sell here?" "I have no idea", he replies, "go ask someone ahead". The 
man goes to the middle of the line and asks another person: "What do they sell here?" "I have no 
idea", the answer comes and he is sent farther ahead to seek for an answer. The man goes straight 
to the first person in line and asks him: "What do they sell here?" The other one answers: "Nothing, 
I just felt sick and took support on this wall." "Well then, why are you still here?", the man asked. 
"Because I've never been the first in such a long line", the answer came. 

One feature of the present day Romanian humour is that there are jokes about people of 
other regions of Romania. They are usually told, setting examples of the way each region uses 
the Romanian language. For example, Moldavians pronounce /tʃ/ as /ʃ/ and /e/ as 
/i/, Oltenians make use of the perfect simple (rarely used in other regions) and 
the Transylvanians use some words of Hungarian and German origin such as 'musai' (meaning must) 
or 'fain' (meaning nice), as well as the start of most sentences with the interjection "No" (not as a 
negative answer, but meaning So or Well). Oltenians (Olteni) and Muntenians (Munteni) are seen as 
trying to be ingenious and fast-paced, but failing every time. They do talk a lot too – people from 
other regions think that they even talk before thinking. Oltenians are said to be 
especially proud. Moldavians (Moldoveni) are witty and proud, and drink a lot while  
Transylvanians (Ardeleni) are seen as patriarchal and slow, both in thinking/speaking and in acting. 
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